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Ms. Vickie Mitchell welcomed participants.

Four speakers provided public comment to the CAC.
Ms. Tammy Pearcy discussed final regulations‐Part B IDEA December 2016. They went into effect on January
2017. Methodologies, calculations in system being changed; some measures of accountability are new. The goal
is to have a standard methodology to determine significant disproportionality based on race and ethnicity that is
the same from state to state.
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Ms. Pearcy also discussed 300.647‐ determining significant disproportionality (SD). It applies calculations to
seven race/ethnicities – identification, educational placement, incidence duration and type of disciplinary
placements. According to portions of both sections, a method of analysis of these factors is now in place. Texas
was already close to using the methodology prescribed. Stakeholders and CAC will be consulted in establishing
reasonable thresholds, minimum cell size and “n” sizes, and eventually standards for measuring progress and
choice to use up to three years of data before making a determination of significant disproportionality (currently
Texas uses two‐year analysis).
Ms. Rachel Harrington reviewed the new federal measures of disproportionality. Ms. Laurie Rodriguez made a
motion to accept three consecutive years’ data so districts have forewarning if they are going to trigger SD
(understanding that during this transition period, there is only two years of data). The committee decided to
wait after the discussion explaining that voting on the number of years would affect the reasonable progress
piece and the motion was withdrawn. Ms. Jennifer Cantu made a motion to accept the 10/30 minimums for size
requirements. Ms. Julia Erwin seconded that motion. The committee discussed and asked questions about the
different threshold levels and pro/cons of more restrictive vs. not as restrictive, as well as the pros/cons of
establishing different thresholds for specific disability categories. The earlier movement to establish 2.0 as the
threshold was removed by discussion/informal vote. Ms. Cantu made a motion to put forward the 2.5 across all
of the special education representation indicators and Ms. Erwin seconded. The committee voted and accepted
that. Ms. Robin Lock made a motion that the committee accept the 2.0 significant disproportionality based on
<40%. Ms. Cantu seconded it. The committee voted and accepted that motion. Ms. Rodriguez made a motion to
allow the three year data calculation with the option two draft timeline, as presented on slides 28 and 29, that
was proposed in the presentation. Ms. Myeshi Williams‐Briley seconded. The committee voted and accepted
that motion.
The CAC committee discussed the makeup of the CAC and positions that are not represented and are changing.

Meeting ended at 3:30pm

